NOTE: JUNCTION BOX MAY BE PLACED ON EITHER SIDE OF EITHER DRIVE BAY DEPENDING ON PROXIMITY TO EPU.
GENERAL NOTES:
1. INSTALLATION TO BE COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. CRASH RATING 15000LB (6800KG) @ 50MPH (80KPH) M50
3. REBAR REQUIRED: 933LB PER BARRIER
4. 10FT BARRIER SHOWN. BARRIER IS ALSO AVAILABLE IN 12FT AND 14 FT WIDTHS.

DRAINAGE NOTES:
5. CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY THE LENGTH, SLOPE, AND FITTING ENGAGEMENT OF EACH LENGTH OF PIPE.
6. ALL FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS MUST BE RATED FOR CONCRETE
7. PER INTERNATIONAL PLUMBING CODE, 1° SLOPE MINIMUM REQUIRED ON ALL DRAINAGE OUTLET CHANNELS. SITE SPECIFIED SLOPE AND HEAD DIAMETER TO BE DETERMINED BY NOMINAL RAIN RATE IN ACCORDANCE WITH IPC STORM DRAINAGE REFERENCE.